
 
 

 

Gleanin delivered visitors at an excellent CPA for Bett 2016 

The Event 
Bett 2016 took place at ExCeL London from 20th 
to 23rd January 2016; it is the world’s leading 
learning technology event.  

 

The Challenge 
How do you grow registrations and improve conversion rates at an event that is already performing 
extremely well?  
 
Gleanin’s Social Registration was deployed at the 2016 event to improve the registration experience 
for registrants and increase visitor numbers. 

 

More Visitors 
Bett deployed the Gleanin social registration solution to increase visitor numbers. Here are some of 
the results: 
 

■ Social registrants: LinkedIn was the most popular network used to register socially. 
 

■ Invitations: 3,291 personal invitations were sent via the Gleanin software and converted to 
registrations at a rate of 38.1%. Registrants who pre-registered via an invite converted to 
attendees at +5% higher than the overall event pre-registration to attendee conversion. 
 

■ Social promotion: 3.53% of the total registrations were directly attributable to invitations 
sent and status messages broadcast on social media by registrants and exhibitors. 

 
■ Post-registration engagement: Gleanin offer the ability for registrants to log back in at any 

time to see who they know coming. Registrants who logged back in converted at +11% higher 
than the overall event pre-registration to attendee conversion. 

 
 
  



 
 

 

 

ROI 
Bett measured its direct ROI in terms of the CPA achieved. The results were excellent, and combined 
with the indirect benefits including a better user registration experience, increased reach from status 
messages broadcast on social networks, and Exhibitor value added make for an excellent case for 
deploying social registration. 
 
Directly measurable ROI: 
 

■ Cost per Registration: less than £3. 
 

■ Cost per Attendee: less than £5.  
 
Other ROI highlights: 
 

■ Better user registration experience. 
 

■ Increased reach from registrants broadcasting attendance on social networks.  

 
Quotes 
“Bett is about transforming education through technology and therefore we strive to use the latest 
cutting edge technology in order to improve the ROI for both our visitors and exhibitors. I had no 
hesitation in selecting Gleanin for their social registration capabilities and can’t wait to explore where 
Gleanin takes us next year and beyond!” 
  
     Anthony Dunn, Head of Brand, Bett 
 
 
 
“Working with such a well known brand, it was a fantastic opportunity for us to showcase the value 
we can deliver to both the organiser AND to all registrants whether they choose to register socially or 
not. We are delighted to see the excellent results achieved on Bett 2016.”   
 
     Tamar Beck, CEO, Gleanin 
 

About Gleanin 
Gleanin’s social registration software helps exhibition organisers leverage the networks of their 
visitors, exhibitor brands and exhibitor staff to deliver new registrations, increase pre-registration to 
attendee conversion, improve visitor and exhibitor ROI and deliver a richer registration experience. 


